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Abstract
We propose Generalized Trust Region Policy Op-
timization (GTRPO), a policy gradient Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) algorithm for both Markov
decision processes (MDP) and Partially Observ-
able Markov Decision Processes (POMDP). Pol-
icy gradient is a class of model-free RL methods.
Previous policy gradient methods are guaranteed
to converge only when the underlying model is an
MDP and the policy is run for an infinite horizon.
We relax these assumptions to episodic settings
and to partially observable models with memory-
less policies. For the latter class, GTRPO uses a
variant of the Q-function with only three consec-
utive observations for each policy updates, and
hence, is computationally efficient. We theoret-
ically show that the policy updates in GTRPO
monotonically improve the expected cumulative
return and hence, GTRPO has convergence guar-
antees.
1. Introduction
One of the central challenges in reinforcement learning is the
design of efficient algorithms for high-dimensional environ-
ments. Recently, Deep-Q networks (Mnih et al., 2015) and
its variants, as value-based model-free methods, have shown
promise in scaling to large observational spaces. However,
these methods are limited to MDPs and mainly dedicated
to finite action spaces. Policy gradient methods (Aleksan-
drov et al., 1968) are another class of model-free methods
with no model assumption, therefore conventional approach
for continuous high-dimensional action spaces and more
importantly for partially observable environments.
Policy gradient approaches mainly deploy Monte Carlo sam-
pling for the gradient update but suffer from high variance
gradient estimation (Rubinstein, 1969). To mitigate the
high variance shortcoming, recent works deploy value-based
methods to the gradient estimation and provide low variance
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Table 1: Category of most RL problems
Observability Policy Class Horizon Discounting
MDP Memory-less Infinite Discounted
POMDP Memory dependent Episodic Undiscounted
policy gradient methods (Schulman et al., 2015; Lillicrap
et al., 2015). However, they mainly assume the underly-
ing environment is a Markov decision process (MDP), the
policy is run to the infinite horizon, and the rewards are
undiscounted (Schulman et al., 2015). In practice, many of
these assumptions do not hold. The real-world problems
are mainly partially observable, episodic and sometimes,
the rewards are discounted. It is worth noting that even
the empirical study provided in these previous works are
episodic, while the theory assumes infinite horizon. If the
underlying model of the environment is POMDP, applying
MDP based method might result in policies with arbitrarily
bad expected returns (Azizzadenesheli et al., 2017).
Table 1 categorizes the majority of RL problems concerning
their observability level, policy class, horizon length, and
discount factor. Prior methods mainly focus on the memory-
less, infinite horizon, undiscounted MDPs. In this work,
we focus on episodic MDPs and POMDP with memoryless
policies. We investigate both discounted and undiscounted
reward settings.
Generally, on-policy policy gradient methods collect data
under the policies at hand (current policy) and exploit the ac-
quired data to search for a new and potentially a better policy
to deploy. The hope is that this procedure iteratively rein-
forces the algorithm’s behavior and improves its expected
return. Therefore, one of the central goals in policy gradient
methods is to develop low variance policy updates which re-
sult in the monotonic improvements of the expected returns:
the so-called Monotonic Improvement guarantee. Under the
infinite horizon undiscounted setting with MDP modeling
assumption, Kakade & Langford (2002); Schulman et al.
(2015) study the trust-region methods, e.g., TRPO, a class of
policy gradients methods which perform the policy search
in the trust region around the current policy. They construct
a surrogate objective using advantage functions and propose
a low variance policy gradient updates. They prove that
their low variance policy updates monotonically improves
the expected return.
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In the low sample setting, the accurate estimation of the
trust regions is not tractable. TRPO requires to explicitly
estimate the trust region to constrain the parameter space
which may be hard to maintain in high dimensional and
low samples settings. To mitigate this limitation, (Schulman
et al., 2017) offer Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO), a
simple extension to TRPO, which approximately retains the
trust-region constraints directly on the policy space than the
parameter space. It also significantly reduces the compu-
tation cost of TRPO, therefore it is a reasonable choice for
empirical study.
Contributions: In this work, we extend the trust region
methods, e.g., TRPO, PPO, to episodic MDPs. We show that
deploying infinite horizon methods for episodic problem
results in a biased estimation of the trust region. We show
that it is necessary to incorporate the length of each episode
to construct the trust region and extend TRPO and PPO to
episodic MDPs.
In presence of discount factor, it is intuitive that the later
parts of an episode would have less contribution towards
constructing the trust region than the earlier parts. This
is also not captured in previous trust region works, e.g.
TRPO, PPO. We further extend our analysis and introduce a
new notion of distribution divergence, as a discounted sum
of Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergences, and show how to
construct trust regions in discounted reward settings.
Mainly, the optimal policies for MDPs are deterministic
and memoryless. In contrast, we might consider a class
of history-dependent policies when we deal with POMDPs.
However, tackling history dependent policies can be com-
putationally undecidable (Madani et al., 1999) or PSPACE-
Complete (Papadimitriou & Tsitsiklis, 1987), and hence,
many works consider the class of stochastic memoryless
policies (Azizzadenesheli et al., 2016). In this work, to avoid
the computation intractability of history dependent policies,
we focus on the class of memory-less policies. Generally,
the optimal policies of POMDPs in the class of memoryless
policies are indeed stochastic. It is also worth noting that
extending the value-based methods through Bellman equa-
tions to stochastic memoryless or limited memory policies
is not possible if optimality is concerned.
Despite the MDP assumption in the mainstream policy gra-
dient works, empirical studies have demonstrated superior
performance when the classes of stochastic policies are con-
sidered, e.g., TRPO. The stochastic policies are also known
to contribute to the exploration. Many policy gradient algo-
rithms mainly do not converge to deterministic policies in
the evaluation period, which is another piece of evidence
on partial observability of the environments. Moreover, Sut-
ton et al. (1998) argues that when function approximation
methods are deployed to represent the states, due to loss
of information in the representation function, the problem
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Figure 1: POMDP under a memory-less policy
inherently is a POMDP.
We propose GTRPO, a policy gradient algorithm for
episodic POMDPs. GTRPO deploys three consecutive ob-
servations in order to approximate an advantage function
and computes a low variance estimation of the policy gra-
dient. Surprisingly, deploying three consecutive observa-
tions matches the statement in (Azizzadenesheli et al., 2016)
which shows statistics of three consecutive observations are
necessary to learn the POMDP dynamics and guarantee a
regret upper bound in the model-based RL. We construct
a trust region for the policy search in GTRPO and show
that the policy updates are guaranteed to monotonically im-
prove the expected return. To the best of our knowledge,
GTRPO is the first algorithm with monotonic improvement
guarantee for the class of POMDP problems.
For the experimental study of GTRPO, we deploy the same
methodology used in PPO to reduce the computation cost in
TRPO. We apply GTRPO on a variety of RoboSchool (Schul-
man et al., 2017) environments, which are the extension to
the MuJoCo environments (Todorov et al., 2012). We em-
pirically show that despite the computational complexity
introduced by most of POMDP based methods, computation
complexity introduced by GTRPO is in the same order as its
MDP based predecessors. We study GTRPO performance on
these simulated environments (RoboSchool environments
are almost MDPs, and we do not aim to outperform MDP
based methods in these experiments) and report its behavior
under different simulation design choices. Throughout the
experiments, we observe a similar behavior of the MDP
based approach PPO and POMDP based approach GTRPO.
2. Preliminaries
An episodic POMDP M is a tuple
〈X ,A,Y, P0, T,R,O, γ, xT 〉 with latent state space
X , observation space Y , action space A, discount factor of
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and stochastic reward distribution of R(x, a)
with mean R(x, a) = E[R(x, a)], ∀x ∈ X , a ∈ A. Let
xT denote the terminal state which is accessible from
any other state, i.e. starting from any other state there
is a nonzero probability of reaching the xT in finite
time steps. The episode terminates when the process
reaches xT . The initial latent states are drawn from
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distribution P1. The state dynamics follows transition
density T (x′|x, a), ∀x, x′ ∈ X , a ∈ A and the observation
process is generated using density O(y|x), ∀x ∈ X , y ∈ Y
where a memory-less policy is deployed Fig. 1.
We consider a set of continuously differentiable param-
eterized memory-less policies piθ with θ ∈ Θ. For each
y, a pair, piθ(a|y) denotes the conditional probability
distribution of choosing action a under the policy piθ
when an observation y is made. Furthermore, we define a
random trajectory τ as a finite length |τ | sequence of events
{(x1, y1, a1, r1), (x2, y2, a2, r2), . . . (x|τ |, y|τ |, a|τ |, r|τ |)}
where the termination happens at the step after x|τ |, i.e.
x|τ |+1 = xT . Let f(τ ; θ), ∀τ ∈ Υ denote the probability
distribution of trajectories under policy piθ and Υ is the set
of all possible trajectories. Furthermore, R(τ) denotes the
cumulative γ-discounted rewards of the trajectory τ ∈ Υ.
The agent goal is to maximize the unnormalized expected
cumulative return η(θ) = Eτ |θ[R(τ)];
θ∗ = arg min
θ∈Θ
η(θ) :=
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)R(τ)dτ (1)
with pi∗ = pi(θ∗) the optimal policy.
3. Policy Gradient
In this section, we study the policy gradients methods for
POMDPs. Generally, the optimization problem in Eq. 1 is
a non-convex problem. Therefore, hill climbing methods
such as gradient ascent based approaches might converge
to the first order stationary points. Gradient ascent for Eq. 1
results in the policy gradient method. The policy gradient
lemma states that the gradient of the expected cumulative
return does not require the explicit knowledge of the dynam-
ics but just the cumulative reward distribution (Rubinstein,
1969; Williams, 1992; Baxter & Bartlett, 2001). This lemma
has mainly been proven through the construction of score
function (see section A.1). In this section, we re-derive the
same Lemma but through importance sampling since it is
more related to the latter parts of this paper.
Importance sampling is a general technique for estimating
the properties of a particular distribution, while only hav-
ing samples generated from another distribution. One can
estimate η(θ′), θ′ ∈ Θ, while the expectation is over the
distribution induced by piθ;
η(θ′) = Eτ |θ′ [R(τ)] =
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)
(
f(τ ; θ′)
f(τ ; θ)
R(τ)
)
dτ
= Eτ |θ
[
f(τ ; θ′)
f(τ ; θ)
R(τ)
]
(2)
as long as for each τ that f(τ ; θ′) > 0 also f(τ ; θ) > 0.
The gradient of η(θ′) with respect to θ′ is
∇θ′η(θ′) = Eτ |θ
[∇θ′f(τ ; θ′)
f(τ ; θ)
R(τ)
]
= Eτ |θ[
f(τ ; θ′)
f(τ ; θ)
∇θ′ log(f(τ ; θ′))R(τ)]
The gradient at θ′ = θ is;
∇θ′η(θ′) |θ′=θ= Eτ |θ [∇θ log(f(τ ; θ))R(τ)] (3)
Since for each trajectory τ , the log(f(τ ; θ));
log
(
P1(x1)O(y1|x1)R(r1|x1, a1)Π|τ |h=2T (xh|xh−1, ah−1)
O(yh|xh)R(rh|xh, ah)
)
+ log
(
Π
|τ |
h=1piθ(ah|yh)
)
and the first part is independent θ we have;
∇θ log(f(τ ; θ)) = ∇θ log
(
Π
|τ |
h=1piθ(ah|yh)
)
This derivation suggest that given trajectories under a pol-
icy piθ we can compute the gradient of the expected return
with respect to the parameters of piθ without the knowl-
edge of the dynamics. In practice, however we are not
able to compute the exact expectation. Instead we can de-
ploy Monte Carlo sampling technique to estimate the gra-
dient. Given m trajectories {τ1, . . . , τm} with elements
(xth, y
t
h, a
t
h, r
t
h),∀h ∈ {1, . . . , |τ t|} and ∀t ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
generated under a policy piθ, we can estimate the gradient
in Eq. 3 at point θ;
∇θη̂(θ) = 1
m
m∑
t=1
∇θ log
(
Π
|τt|
h=1piθ(a
t
h|yth)
)
R(τ t) (4)
which returns a high variance estimation of the gradient.
3.1. Natural Policy Gradient
Generally, the notion of gradient depends on the parameter
metric space. Given a pre-specified Riemannian metric, a
gradient direction is defined. When the metric is Euclidean,
the notion of gradient reduces to the standard gradient (Lee,
2006). This general notion of gradient adjusts the standard
gradient direction based on the local curvature induced by
the Riemannian manifold of interest. Valuable knowledge of
the curvature assists to find an ascent direction which might
conclude to big ascend in the objective function. This ap-
proach is also interpreted as a trust region method where we
are interested in assuring that the ascent steps do not change
the objective beyond a safe region where the local curvature
might not stay valid. In general, a valuable manifold might
not be given, and we need to adopt one. Fortunately, when
the objective function is an expectation over a parameter-
ized distribution, Amari (2016) recommends employing a
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Riemannian metric, induced by the Fisher information. This
choice of metric results in a well knows notion of gradient,
so-called natural gradient. For the objective function in 1,
the Fisher information matrix is defined as follows;
F (θ):=
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)
[
∇θ log (f(τ ; θ))∇θ log (f(τ ; θ))>
]
dτ (5)
Natural gradients are firstly deployed by Kakade (2002) for
RL in MDPs. Consequently, the direction of the gradient
with respect to F is defined as F (θ)−1∇θ(η(θ)). One can
compute the inverse of this matrix to come up with the
direction of the natural gradient. Since neither storing the
Fisher matrix is always possible nor computing the inverse
is practical, direct utilization of F (θ)−1∇θ(η(θ)) is not
feasible. Similar to the approach in TRPO, we suggest to
first deployDKL divergence substitution technique and then
conjugate gradient method to tackle the computation and
storage bottlenecks.
Lemma 1. Under some regularity conditions;
∇2θ′DKL(θ, θ′)|θ′=θ = F (θ) (6)
withDKL(θ, θ′) :=−
∫
τ∈Υf(τ ; θ) log (f(τ ; θ
′)/f(τ ; θ)) dτ
The Lemma 1 is a known lemma in the literature and we
provide its proof in the Subsection A.2. In practice, it is
not feasible to compute the expectation in neither the Fisher
information matrix nor in the DKL divergence, but rather
their empirical estimates. Given m trajectories
∇2θ′D̂KL(θ, θ′)|θ′=θ
= − 1
m
∇2θ′
m∑
t=1
[
log
(
Π
|τt|
h=1piθ′(a
t
h|yth)
)
log
(
Π
|τt|
h=1piθ(a
t
h|yth)
) ]
|θ′=θ
=− 1
m
∇2θ′
m∑
t=1
|τt|∑
h=1
log
(
piθ′(a
t
h|yth)
piθ(ath|yth)
)
This derivation of DKL is common between MDPs and
POMDPs. The analysis in most of the state-of-the-art policy
gradient methods, e.g. TRPO, PPO, are dedicated to infinite
horizon MDPs, while almost all the experimental studies
are in the episodic settings. Therefore the estimator used in
these methods;
∇2θ′D̂TRPOKL (θ, θ′)|θ′=θ
= − 1∑m
t |τ t|
∇2θ′
m∑
t=1
|τt|∑
h=1
log
(
piθ′(a
t
h|yth)
piθ(ath|yth)
)
is a bias estimation of the DKL in episodic settings.
3.2. DKL vs DKLTRPO
The use of DKL instead of DKLTRPO is motivated by the-
ory and also intuitively recommended. A small change in
the policy at the beginning of a short episodes does not
make a drastic shift in the distribution of the trajectory but
might cause radical shifts when the trajectory length is long.
Therefore, for longer horizons, the trust region needs to
shrink. Consider two trajectories, one long and one short.
TheDKL ≤ δ induces a region which allows higher changes
in the policy for short trajectory while limiting changes in
long trajectory. While DKLTRPO ≤ δ induces the region
which does not convey the length of trajectories and looks
at each sample as it experienced in a stationary distribution
of an infinite horizon MDP.
Consider a toy RL problem where at the beginning of the
learning, when the policy is not good, the agent dies at
early stages of the episodes (termination). In this case, the
trust region under DKL is vast and allows for substantial
change in the policy space, while againDKLTRPO does not
consider the length of the episode. On the other hand, toward
the end of the learning, when the agent has leart a good
policy, the length of the horizon grows, and small changes
in the policy might cause drastic changes in the trajectory
distribution. Therefore the trust region shrinks again, and
just a small changes in the policy space are allowed, which
is again captured by DKL but not by DKLTRPO.
Compatible Function Approximation As it is men-
tioned before, one way of computing the direction of the
natural gradient is to estimate the D̂KL and use conjugate
gradient methods to find F−1∇θ(η). There is also an alter-
native way to estimate F−1∇θ(η), which is based on com-
patible function approximation methods. Kakade (2002)
study this approach in the context of MDPs. In the follow-
ing, we develop this approach for POMDPs. Consider a
feature map φ(τ) in a desired ambient space defined on Γ.
We approximate the return R(τ) via a linear function ω on
the feature representation φ(τ), i.e.,
min
ω
(ω) s.t.; (ω) :=
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ, θ)[φ(τ)>ω −R(τ)]2dτ
To find the optimal ω we take the gradient of (ω) and set it
to zero;
0 = ∇ω(ω)|ω=ω∗ =
∫
τ∈Υ
2f(τ, θ)φ(τ)[φ(τ)>ω∗ −R(τ)]dτ
For the optimality,∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ, θ)φ(τ)φ(τ)>ω∗dτ =
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ, θ)φ(τ ; θ)R(τ)dτ
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If we consider the φ(τ) = ∇θ log
(
Π
|τ |
h=1piθ(ah|yh)
)
, the
LHS of this equation is F (θ)ω∗. Therefore
F (θ)ω = ∇θη(θ) =⇒ ω∗ = F (θ)−1∇ρ
In practice, depending on the problem at hand, either
of the discussed approaches of computing the natural
gradient might be applicable. Due to the close rela-
tionship between DKL and Fisher information matrix
Lemma 1 and also the fact that the Fisher matrix is equal
to second order Taylor expansion of DKL, instead of
considering the area ‖ (θ − θ′)> F (θ − θ′) ‖2 ≤ δ, or
‖ (θ − θ′)>∇2θ′DKL(θ, θ′)|θ′=θ (θ − θ′) ‖2 ≤ δ for con-
struction of the trust region, we can approximately consider
DKL(θ, θ′) ≤ δ/2. This relationship between these three
approaches in constructing the trust region is used through-
out this paper.
4. TRPO for POMDPs
In this section we extend the MDP analysis in Kakade &
Langford (2002); Schulman et al. (2015) to POMDPs, pro-
pose GTRPO, and derive a guarantee on its monotonic im-
provement property. We prove the monotonic improvement
property using DKL. Moreover, we propose a discount
factor dependent divergence and provide the monotonic im-
provement guarantee w.r.t. this new divergence.
TheDKL divergence and Fisher information matrix in Eq. 6,
Eq. 5 do not convey the effect of the discount factor. Con-
sider a setting with a small discount factor γ. In this setting,
we do not mind drastic distribution changes in the latter
part of episodes. Therefore, we desire to have a even wider
trust region and allow bigger changes for later parts of the
trajectories. This is a valid intuition and in the following,
we re-derive the DKL divergence by also incorporating γ.
Let τhh′ denote the elements in τ from the time step h
′ up to
the time step h; we rewrite η(θ) as follows;
η(θ) =
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)R(τ)dτ =
∫
τ∈Υ
|τ |∑
h=1
f(τh1 ; θ)γ
hrh(τ)dτ
Following the Amari (2016) reasoning for Fisher informa-
tion of each component of the sum, we derive a γ dependent
divergence;
Dγ(piθ, piθ′)=
τmax∑
h=1
γhDKL
(
τh1 ∼f(·;piθ′), τh1 ∼f(·;piθ)
)
(7)
For some upper bound on the trajectory lengths, τmax. This
divergence less penalizes the distribution mismatch in the
later part of trajectories. Similarly, taking into account the
relationship between KL divergence and Fisher information
we have discount factor γ dependent definition of the Fisher
information;
Fγ(θ) :=
∫
τ∈Υ
τmax∑
h=1
γhf(τh1 ; θ)[
∇θ log
(
f(τh1 ; θ)
)∇θ log (f(τh1 ; θ))>] dτ
In the following we develop GTRPO monotonic improve-
ment guarantee under both Dγ and DKL.
4.1. Advantage function on the hidden states
Let piθ, the current policy, denote the policy under which we
collect data, and piθ′ , the new policy, the policy which we
evaluate its performance. Generally, any memory-less pol-
icy on the observation space is transferable to a policy on the
latent states as follows; pi(a|x) = ∫
y∈Y pi(a|y)O(y|x)dy
for each pair of (x, a). Consider the case where the agent
also observes the latent state, i.e. POMDP →MDP. Since
the dynamics on the latent states is MDP, we define the
advantage function on the latent states. At time step h of an
episode;
A˜pi(a, x, h) =
Ex′∼T (x′|x,a,h)
[
r(x, a, h) + γV˜pi(x
′, h)− V˜pi(x, h)
]
Where V˜pi denote the value function of underlying MDP of
latent states when a policy pi is deployed. For this choice of
advantage function we can write;
Eτ∼f(τ,piθ′ )
[ |τ |∑
h
γhA˜piθ (xh, ah, h)
]
= Eτ∼f(τ,piθ′ )
[ |τ |∑
h
γh
[
r(xh, ah, h) + γV˜piθ (xh+1, h)− V˜piθ (xh, h)
] ]
= Eτ∼f(τ,piθ′ )
[ |τ |∑
h
γhrh
]
− Ex0∼P1(x)
[
V˜piθ (x0)
]
= η(piθ′)− η(piθ)
This equality suggests that if we have the advantage function
of the current policy piθ and sampled trajectories from piθ′ ,
we could compute and maximize the improvement in the
expected return η(piθ′) − η(piθ) or, potently, directly just
maximize the expected return for piθ′ without incorporating
piθ. In practice, we do not have sampled trajectories from
the new policy piθ′ , rather we have sampled trajectories
from the current policy piθ. Therefore, we are interested in
maximizing the following surrogate objective function since
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we can compute it;
L˜piθ (piθ′) := η(piθ)
+ Eτ∼piθ,a′h∼piθ′ (a′h|xh,h)
 |τ |∑
h
γhA˜piθ (xh, a
′
h, h)

For infinite horizon MDPs when O is an identity map, i.e.,
xh = yh, Kakade & Langford (2002); Schulman et al.
(2015) show that optimizing L˜piθ (piθ′) over θ
′ can provide
an improvement in the expected discounted return. They
derive a lower bound on this improvement if the DKL be-
tween piθ′ and piθ for all x’s is bounded. In the following, we
extend these analyses to the general class of environments,
i.e. POMDPs and show such guarantees are conserved.
Generally, in POMDPs, when classes of memory-less poli-
cies are regarded, neitherQ nor V functions are well-defined
as they are for MDP through the Bellman optimality equa-
tions. In the following, we define two quantities similar
to the Q and V in MDPs and for the simplicity we use the
same Q and V notation for them. The conditional value and
Q-value functions of POMDPs
Vpi(yh, h, yh−1, ah−1) := Epi
[
H∑
h′
γh
′
rh′ |yh, yh−1, ah−1
]
Qpi(yh+1, ah, yh, h) := Epi
[
H∑
h′
γh
′
rh′ |yh, yh+1, ah
]
(8)
For h = 0 we relax the conditioning on yh−1 for Vpi and
simply denote it as Vpi(y, 0). Deploying these two quantities,
we define the advantage function as follows;
Api(yh+1, ah, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)
= Qpi(yh+1, ah, yh, h)− Vpi(yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)
The relationship between these two quantity is as follows;
Qpi(yh+1, ah, yh, h) :=
Epi [rh|yh+1, ah, yh] + γVpi(yh+1, h+ 1, ah, yh)
Furthermore, we defined the following surrogate objective;
Lpiθ (piθ′) = η(piθ) + Eτ∼piθ,a∼piθ′ (a|y)
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1) (9)
Similar to MDPs, one can compute and maximize this sur-
rogate objective function in Eq. 9 by just having sampled
trajectories and advantage function of the current policy piθ.
But the domain of trust region for the policy search stays
unknown. In the following section, we present the trust
region for POMDPs.
noend 1 GTRPO
1: Initial piθ0 , 
′, δ′
2: Choice of divergence D: DKL or Dγ
3: for episode = 1 until convergence do
4: Estimate the advantage function Â
5: Construct the surrogate objective L̂piθt−1 (piθ)
6: Find the next policy
piθt = arg max
θ
Lpiθt−1 (piθ) , s.t
1
2
‖(θ− θt−1)>∇2θ′Dγ(θt−1, θ′)|θ′=θt−1(θ − θt−1)‖2≤δ′
Reward Structure: Similar to MDPs where the reward
distribution given the current state, current action and the
next state is conditionally independent of the rest of the
events, we assume that the reward distribution given the
current observation, current action and the next observation
is conditionally independent of the rest of the events.
Under this structure we have;
Lemma 2. The improvement in expected return, η(piθ′)−
η(piθ) is equal to;
Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)
Proof of Lemma 2 in Subsection A.3.
4.2. GTRPO
We propose generalized trust region policy optimization
(GTRPO) as a policy gradient algorithm for POMDPs.
GTRPO deploys its current policy to compute the advan-
tage function and then maximize the advantage function
over its actions in the vicinity of the current policy. This
algorithm is almost identical to its predecessor TRPO ex-
cept instead of maximizing over on observed hidden state
dependent advantage function, Apiθ (ah, xh, h) , it maxi-
mizes over Apiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1) Alg. 1. It is
important to note the one can easily turn the current imple-
mentations of TRPO to GTRPO by only changing the line
of the code corresponding to the advantage function and
substitute it with the proposed one. Moreover, if the model
is MDP, Apiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1) is equivalent to
Apiθ (xh+1, ah, xh) where after marginalizing out xh+1 in
the expectation we end up with Apiθ (ah, xh) and recover
TRPO algorithm.
In practice, one can estimate the advantage func-
tion Apiθ (yh+1, y, a, h, yh−1, ah−1) by approximating
Qpiθ (yh+1, a, yh, h) and Vpiθ (yh, h, yh−1, ah−1) using on-
policy data of piθ. Moreover, for Lpiθ (piθ′) we have;
Lpiθ (piθ) = η(piθ), and ∇θ′Lpiθ (piθ′)|piθ=piθ = ∇θη(piθ)
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In the following we show that maximizing Lpiθ (piθ′) over θ
′
results in a lower bound on the improvement η(piθ′)−η(piθ)
when piθ and piθ′ are close under DKL or Dγ divergence.
Lets define the averaged advantage function
Apiθ,piθ′ (yh+1, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1) =
Ea∼piθ′ [Apiθ (yh+1, a, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)]
also the maximum span of the averaged advantage function
and its discounted sum as follows;
′ = max
τ∈Υ
Apiθ,piθ (yh+1, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)
 = max
τ∈Υ
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ,piθ (yh+1, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)
Theorem 1 (Monotonic Improvement Guarantee). For two
piθ and piθ′ , construct Lpiθ (piθ′), then
η(piθ′) ≥ Lpiθ (piθ′)− TV (τ ∼ f(·;piθ′), τ ∼ f(τ ;piθ))
≥ Lpiθ (piθ′)− 
√
1
2
DKL (piθ′ , piθ),
η(piθ′) ≥ Lpiθ (piθ′)− ′
√
Dγ (piθ, piθ).
Proof of Theorem 1 in Subsection A.4.
The Theorem. 1 recommends optimizing Lpiθ (piθ′) over piθ′
around the vicinity defined by DKL or Dγ divergences
Therefore, given the current policy piθ we are interested
in either of the following optimization:
max
θ′
Lpiθ (piθ′)− C
√
DKL (piθ, piθ′)
max
θ′
Lpiθ (piθ′)− C ′
√
Dγ (piθ, piθ′))
Where C and C ′ are the problem dependent constants. Sim-
ilar to TRPO, using C and C ′ as they are might result in tiny
changes in the policy. Therefore, for practical purposes, we
view them as the knobs to restrict the trust region denoted
by δ, δ′ and turn these optimization problems to constraint
optimization problems;
max
θ′
Lpiθ (piθ′) s.t. DKL (piθ, piθ′) ≤ δ
max
θ′
Lpiθ (piθ′) s.t. Dγ (piθ, piθ′)) ≤ δ′
which results in Alg. 1. Taking into account the relationship
between the KL divergence and Fisher information, we can
also approximate these two optimization up to their second
order Taylor expansion of the constraints;
max
θ′
Lpiθ (piθ′) s.t.
1
2
‖ (θ′ − θ)> F (θ′ − θ) ‖2 ≤ δ
max
θ′
Lpiθ (piθ′) s.t.
1
2
‖ (θ′ − θ)> Fγ (θ′ − θ) ‖2 ≤ δ′
These analyses provide insights into the design similar algo-
rithm as TRPO and PPO for the general class of POMDPs.
5. Experiments
Extension to PPO: Usually, in high dimensional but low
sample setting, constructing the trust region is hard due to
high estimation errors. It is even harder especially when
the region depends on the inverse of the estimated Fisher
matrix or optimizing over the non-convex function of θ′ with
KL divergence constraint. Therefore, trusting the estimated
trust region is questionable. While TRPO constructs the trust
region in the parameter space, its final goal is to keep the new
policy close to the current policy, i.e., small DKL (piθ, piθ′)
or Dγ (piθ, piθ′). Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) is
instead proposed to impose the structure of the trust region
directly onto the policy space. This method approximately
translates the constraints developed in TRPO to the policy
space. It penalized the gradients of the objective function
when the policy starts to operate beyond the region of trust
by setting the gradient to zero.
E[min{piθ′(a|x)
piθ(a|x) A˜piθ (a, x),
clip(
piθ′(a|x)
piθ(a|x) ; 1− δL, 1 + δU )A˜piθ (a, x)}]
We dropped the h dependency in the advantage function
since this approach is for the infinite horizon MDPs. If the
advantage function is positive, and the importance weight
is above 1 + δU this objective function saturates. When the
advantage function is negative, and the importance weight is
below 1−δL this objective function saturates again. In either
case, when the objective function saturates, the gradient of
this objective function is zero therefore further development
in that direction is obstructed. This approach, despite its
simplicity, approximates the trust region effectively and sub-
stantially reduce the computation cost of TRPO. Note: In
the original PPO paper δU = δL.
Following the TRPO, the clipping trick ensures that the
importance weight, derived from estimation of DKL does
not go beyond a certain limit | log piθ′ (a|y)piθ(a|y) | ≤ ν, i.e.,
1− δL := exp (−ν)≤ piθ
′(a|y)
piθ(a|y) ≤1 + δU := exp (ν) (10)
As discussed in the Remark. 3.2 we propose a principled
change in the clipping such that it matches Eq. 6 and conveys
information about the length of episodes; | log piθ(a|y)piθ′ (a|y) | ≤
ν
|τ | ; therefore for α := exp (ν)
1− δL := α−1/|τ | ≤ piθ
′(a|y)
piθθ(a|y)
≤ 1 + δU := α1/|τ | (11)
This change ensures more restricted clipping for longer
trajectories, while wider for shorter ones. Moreover, as it is
suggested in theorem. 1, and the definition of Dγ(piθ, piθ′)
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in Eq. 7, we propose a further extension in the clipping to
conduct information about the discount factor. In order to
satisfy Dγ (piθ, piθ′)) ≤ δ′, for a sample at time step h of an
episode we have | log piθ′ (a|y)piθ(a|y) | ≤ ν|τ |γh . Therefore;
1−δhL:=exp (−
ν
|τ |γh)≤
piθ′(a|y)
piθ(a|y) ≤1 + δ
h
U:= exp (
ν
|τ |γh )
→ α−1/|τ |α−1/γh ≤ piθ′(a|y)
piθ(a|y) ≤ α
1/|τ |α1/γ
h
(12)
As it is interpreted, for deeper parts in the episode, we make
the clipping softer and allow for larger changes in policy
space. This means, we are more restricted at the begin-
ning of trajectories compared to the end of trajectories. The
choice of γ and α are critical here. In practical implemen-
tation of RL algorithm, as also theoretically suggested by
Jiang et al. (2015); Lipton et al. (2016) we usually choose
discount factors smaller than the one for depicted in the
problem. Therefore, the discount factor we use in practice
is much smaller than the true one specially when we deploy
function approximation. Therefore, instead of keeping γh
in Eq. 12, since the true γ in practice is unknown and can be
arbitrary close to 1, we substitute it with a maximum value;
1− δhL := max{α−1/(|τ |γ
h), 1− β} ≤ piθ′(a|y)
piθ(a|y)
≤ 1 + δhU := min{α1/(|τ |γ
h), 1 + β} (13)
The modification proposed in series of equations Eq. 10,
Eq. 11, Eq. 12, and Eq13 provide insight in the use of trust
regions in for both MDPs and POMDPs based PPO. The
PPO objective for any choice of δhU and δ
h
L in MDPs is
E
[
min
{piθ′(ah|xh)
piθ(ah|xh) A˜piθ (ah, xh),
clip(
piθ′(ah|xh)
piθ(ah|xh) ; 1− δ
h
L, 1 + δ
h
U )A˜piθ (ah, xh)
}]
(14)
while for POMDPs we have
E
[
min
{piθ′(ah|yh)
piθ(ah|xh)Apiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, yh−1, ah−1),
clip(
piθ′(ah|xh)
piθ(ah|yh) ; 1− δ
h
L, 1 + δ
h
U )
Apiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, yh−1, ah−1)
}]
(15)
h is encoded in xh. In order to make the existing MDP-based
PPO suitable for POMDPs we just substitute Apiθ (ah, xh)
with Apiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, yh−1, ah−1) in the corresponding
line. Moreover, as we showed for TRPO, in the case of
MDP model, Eq. 15 reduces to Eq. 14.
RoboSchool, a variant to MuJoCo: In the experimental
study, we first started to analyze the behavior of the plain
PPO agent but observe that the environment enforces a short
termination which results in significantly short trajectories.
We relaxed this hard threshold and analyzed PPO Section C
Subsection C.2. We deploy the analysis in Eq. 11 and Eq. 13,
apply the suggested changes to the plain PPO and exam-
ine its performance in the variety of different parameters
and environments Subsection C.3 and Subsection C.4. In
Section E, we apply the GTRPO on the variety of different
environments and analyze its behavior. As it is provided in
the Appendix, along with the mentioned experimental stud-
ies, we have done an extensive study on a variety of different
settings to present a more detailed understanding of policy
gradient methods. Throughout the experiments, we observe
a similar behavior of the MDP based approach PPO and
POMDP based approach GTRPO. This might be due to the
simplicity of the environment as well as the close similarity
of current state of environments are close to MDP. Along
the course of the experimental study, we realized that the en-
vironment set-up and the deployed reward shaping require
a critical and detailed modification to make the test-bed
suitable for further studies. Section D and Subsection C.3.2.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose GTRPO, a trust region policy opti-
mization method for the general class of POMDPs when the
reward process given the current observation, current action,
and successive observation is conditionally independent of
the rest of variables. We develop a new advantage function
for POMDPs which depends on three consecutive observa-
tion. The dependency on three consecutive observations also
matches the claim in Azizzadenesheli et al. (2016) which
shows learning the model and minimizing the regret requires
modeling three consecutive observations. GTRPO deploys
this advantage function to perform the policy updates. We
consider memoryless policies and show that each policy up-
date derived by GTRPO is low variance and monotonically
improves the expected return. Additionally, we show how
to utilize the analyses in this work and extend the infinite
horizon MDP based policy gradient methods, TRPO and
PPO, to finite horizon MDPs as well as discounted reward
setting. Finally, the same way that PPO extends TRPO and
make it computationally more efficient, we extend GTRPO
analyses and make it computationally more efficient. We
implement this extension and empirical study its behavior
along with PPO on Roboschool environments.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Score function
It is well know that the gradient of the expected cumulative return can be approximated without knowledge of the model
dynamics (Williams, 1992; Baxter & Bartlett, 2001). We restate this development of the previous works for POMDPs from
the point of view of score function
∇θη(θ) = ∇θ
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)R(τ)dτ =
∫
τ∈Υ
∇θf(τ ; θ)R(τ)dτ =
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)∇θ log(f(τ ; θ))R(τ)dτ
for a single trajectory of τ = {(x1, y1, a1, r1), (x2, y2, a2, r2), . . . , (x|τ |, y|τ |, a|τ |, r|τ |)}, R(τ) =
∑|τ |
h=1 rh|τ . while
f(τ ; θ) = P1(x1)O(y1|x1)piθ(a1|y1)R(r1|x1, a1)
|τ |∏
h=2
T (xh|xh−1, ah−1)O(yh|xh)piθ(ah|yh)R(rh|xh, ah)
Therefore, for the gradient of the log we have;
∇θ log(f(τ ; θ))
= ∇θ log
(
P1(x1)O(y1|x1)R(r1|x1, a1)Π|τ |h=2T (xh|xh−1, ah−1)O(yh|xh)R(rh|xh, ah)
)
+∇θ log
(
Π
|τ |
h=1piθ(ah|yh)
)
since the first part is independent of θ, its derivative is zero. Therefore we have
∇θη(θ) =
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)∇θ log
(
Π
|τ |
h=1piθ(ah|yh)
)
R(τ)dτ
It is clear through Monte Carlo sampling theorem that given a set of m trajectories {τ1, . . . , τm} with elements
(xth, y
t
h, a
t
h, r
t
h),∀h ∈ {1, . . . , |τ t|} and ∀t ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the empirical mean of the gradient is
∇̂θ(η) = 1
m
m∑
t=1
∇θ log
(
Π
|τt|
h=1piθ(a
t
h|yth)
)
R(τ t) (16)
which does not depend on underlying dynamic except through cumulative reward R(τ)
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A.2. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof.
∇2θ′KL(θ, θ′)|θ′=θ :=−∇2θ′
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ) [log (f(τ ; θ′))− log (f(τ ; θ))] dτ |θ′=θ
=−
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)∇2θ′ log (f(τ ; θ′)) dτ |θ′=θ
=−
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)∇θ′
[
1
f(τ ; θ′)
∇θ′f(τ ; θ′)
]
dτ |θ′=θ
=
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)
[
1
f(τ ; θ′)2
∇θ′f(τ ; θ′)∇θ′f(τ ; θ′)>
]
dτ |θ′=θ
−
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)
[
1
f(τ ; θ′)
∇2θ′f(τ ; θ′)
]
dτ |θ′=θ
=
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ)
[
1
f(τ ; θ′)2
∇θ′f(τ ; θ′)∇θ′f(τ ; θ′)>
]
dτ |θ′=θ
−∇2θ′
∫
τ∈Υ
f(τ ; θ′)dτ |θ′=θ = F (θ) (17)
A.3. Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. With a few substitutions in the first term and the assumption that the reward depends on current action, current
observation, and next observation we have;
Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ (yh+1, yh, ah, h, yh−1, ah−1)
= Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γh [Qpiθ (yh+1, ah, yh, h)− Vpiθ (yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)]
= Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γh [Epiθ [rh|yh, yh+1, ah] + γVpiθ (yh+1, h+ 1, yh, ah)− Vpiθ (yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)]
= Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γh [E [rh|yh, yh+1, ah] + γVpiθ (yh+1, h+ 1, yh, ah)− Vpiθ (yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)]
= Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γhE [rh|yh, yh+1, ah]− E [Vpiθ (y0, 0)]
= Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γhE [rh|yh, yh+1, ah]− η(piθ)
= η(piθ′)− η(piθ)
A.4. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Following the result in the Lemma 2 we have
η(piθ′) = η(piθ)
+ Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ (yh+1, yh, h, ah, yh−1, ah−1)
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therefore,
η(piθ′)− Lpi(piθ′)
= Eτ∼piθ′
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ (yh+1, yh, h, ah, yh−1, ah−1)
−Eτ∼piθ,a′h∼piθ′ (a|y)
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ(yh+1, yh,h, a
′
h, yh−1,ah−1)
following the definition of A˜piθ,piθ′
η(piθ′)− Lpiθ (piθ′) =
∫
τ
(f(τ ;piθ′)− f(τ ;piθ))
|τ |∑
h
γhApiθ,piθ′ (yh+1, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)dτ
Deploying the maximum span of averaged advantage function  and the Pinsker’s inequality we have
|η(piθ′)− Lpiθ (piθ′)|
≤ TV (τ ∼ f(·;piθ′), τ ∼ f(τ ;piθ))
≤ 
√
1
2
DKL (τ ∼ f(·;piθ′), τ ∼ f(τ ;piθ))
Which results in the first part of the theorem. On the other hand
η(piθ′)− Lpiθ (piθ′) =
∫
τ
|τ |∑
h=1
(
f(τh1 ;piθ′)− f(τh1 ;piθ)
)
γhApiθ,piθ′ (yh+1, yh, h, yh−1, ah−1)dτ
Deploying the definition of ′ and the Pinsker’s inequality again we have
|η(piθ′)− Lpiθ (piθ′)|
≤ ′
τmax∑
h=1
γhTV
(
τh1 ∼ f(·;piθ′), τh1 ∼ f(·;piθ)
)
≤ ′
τmax∑
h=1
γh
√
1
2
DKL
(
τh1 ∼ f(·;piθ′), τh1 ∼ f(·;pi)
)
≤ ′
√
Dγ(piθ, piθ′)
and the second part of the theorem goes through.
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B. Experimental Study
In the following sections we empirically study the sequence of changes that the theoretical analyses suggest to make on PPO.
The code for PPO that we used can be found https://github.com/ikostrikov/pytorch-a2c-ppo-acktr(Kostrikov, 2018). We use
https://blog.openai.com/roboschool/ environments for our experiments.
—————————————–
General and Important Note: The goal of the experimental study is not to improve the leaderboard of DeepRL scores,
and rather a report on the empirical behavior of GTRPO. Since the MuJoCo environments are closely MDP, we also do not
expect any improvement over MDP based methods.
We have primarily experimented 4 propositions:
1. PPO-length-γ-dependent: Study of PPO when we incorporate length dependent and discount factor dependent way
of constructing the truest region.
2. GTRPO: The study of GTRPO
3. Environment Choice: The study of the Roboschool environments
4. PPO through signSGD: A further study of the trust region construction through sign gradient methods, e.g.,
signSGD (Bernstein et al., 2018).
Note: In all of the following plots, unless otherwise mentioned, the x-axis represents the number of steps that the model has
seen, and the y-axis represents the reward. The graph has been normalized and made smooth for better visualization. The
label of the plots are the name of the corresponding roboschool environment.
C. PPO-length-γ-dependent
C.1. ppo-len-dep
In PPO, in order to provide a better approximation through Monte Carlo sampling, the policy updates take place after one(or
more) full episodes of experiences. The motivation of this variation of PPO lies in the intuition that the trust region deployed
for policy update should depend on the number of steps in the episode. When the model is in its initial stages of learning, it
is most probable that the length of episodes is very low. Therefore more significant changes in the policy space should be
allowed. As the RL agent becomes more experienced, it acquires a better policy, deals better with the environment, and thus,
the episode lengths increase. At this point, it is essential that the updates stay small since even small changes might result in
a drastic shift in the trajectory distributions. Therefore we modify the update as mentioned in Eq. 11
The original implementation of PPO in https://github.com/ikostrikov has a fixed number (128 to be exact) for the maximum
time-steps per episode. Almost all the models would hit this limit very quickly. Setting a significantly low threshold for
episode length reduces the capability to study the behavior of RL algorithms. Therefore we increased the number this
maximum threshold to 1000. We denote this PPO on this environment as ppo-1000steps. The original variant (vanilla PPO)
is referred as ppo-original.
C.2. ppo-original v/s ppo-1000steps
Before proceeding to the experiments with ppo-1000steps, we compare the performances of ppo-1000steps and ppo-
original. Fig. 2 provide the mentioned comparison. We observe that changing episode length threshold does not affect
the final performance of either of these two by far. We observe that the convergent value is achieved faster in case of
ppo-original, this might be caused by the fact that ppo-original is allocated more number of updates than ppo-1000steps
for a given number of total time-steps (x-axis).
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RoboschoolAnt RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper
RoboschoolHumanoid RoboschoolWalker RoboschoolHumanoid
Figure 2: We run PPO on 5 environments with two design choice. ppo-original denote the PPO agent with maximum length of each
episode is equal to 128. ppo-1000steps denotes the PPO agent when the maximum length of each episode is equal to 1000 .
C.2.1. PPO-ORIGINAL-10X V/S PPO-1000STEPS-10X
From Fig.2 one can observe that for the environment humanoid, ppo-1000steps has hard time to converge under the same
number of steps. Therefore, we increased the number of episode 10 times and rerun both of them Fig. 3.
RoboschoolHumanoid
Figure 3: We run PPO on humanoid environment with two design choice but this time for 10 times longer. ppo-original denote the PPO
agent with maximum length of each episode is equal to 128. ppo-1000steps denotes the PPO agent when the maximum length of each
episode is equal to 1000 .
C.2.2. EPISODE LENGTHS
In this subsection, we study the episode length distribution induced by ppo-1000steps on various environments after we set
the maximum threshold of per-episode steps to 1000. In Fig. 4 we plot the episode lengths of ppo-1000steps as it learns the
policy. The x-axis represents the number of episodes seen by the model, and the y-axis represents the episode length..
C.2.3. PPO-1000STEPS-10X
Similar as before, we run the humanoid also for 10 times longer time steps. Fig. 5
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RoboschoolAnt RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper
RoboschoolHumanoid RoboschoolWalker
Figure 4: The episode length distribution induced by ppo-1000steps on various environments
RoboschoolHumanoid
Figure 5: The episode length distribution induced by ppo-1000steps on humanoid environment when we run it for 10 times longer
C.3. ppo-1000steps vs ppo-1000steps-len-dep
As it is discussed in Section 5, the PPO (Schulman et al., 2017) deploys clipping to make the policy updates maximal while
conservative, i.e., for some threshold αx on states of a MDP
αx ≤ piθ
′(a|x)
piθθ(a|x)
≤ αx
As mentioned in the Eq. 11 for episodic setting, the trust region should depend on the length of trajectories. We re-state the
Eq. 11 here
1− δL = α−1/|τ | ≤ piθ
′(a|y)
piθθ(a|y)
≤ 1 + δU = α1/|τ |
We compare the performances of ppo-1000steps and ppo-1000steps-len-dep which is same as PPO except the clipping δL
and δU are defined as in Eq. 11 . In Fig. 6, as usual, x-axis represents the number of time stepss seen by the model, and
y-axis represents rewards at each time step. The legend denotes the values of the α.
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Figure 6: We run PPO on variety of environments in Robo-School. ppo-1000steps denote the PPO agent with maximum length of each
episode is equal to 1000. The remaining plots are for length dependent trust region construction in Eq. 11, ppo-1000steps-len-dep, and
variety of different choices of α
C.3.1. RUNNING 10X EPISODES FOR HUMANOID
The humanoid environment of roboschool takes longer to converge than the other environments. Same as before, we run it
for 10X more episodes to observe the behaviour ant convergent values, Fig. 7
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RoboschoolHumanoid
Figure 7: We run PPO on Humanoid environments in Robo-School for 10 times longer than other environments. ppo-1000steps denote
the PPO agent with maximum length of each episode is equal to 1000. The remaining plots are for length dependent trust region
construction in Eq. 11, ppo-1000steps-len-dep, and variety of different choices of α
C.3.2. EPISODE LENGTH
We further study the episode length to see if there are any changes to how the episode length modulates over the training
period when we deploy ppo-1000steps-len-dep with a variety of α’s. The x-axis represents the number of episodes seen by
the model, y-axis represents the number of steps in that episode, and the legend represents the value of δ(see above). We
observe that there is no significant change in the behaviour of episode length.
RoboschoolAnt RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper
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Figure 8: We run PPO on variety of environments in Robo-School. ppo-1000steps denote the PPO agent with maximum length of each
episode is equal to 1000. The remaining plots are for length dependent trust region construction in Eq. 11, ppo-1000steps-len-dep, and
variety of different choices of α. This figure represents the episode length behaviour over the course of training.
C.4. ppo-1000steps vs ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep
In the previous section, we study the PPO behaviour when we followed the the DKL divergence definition and Eq. 11, i.e.,
ppo-1000steps-len-dep. In this subsection, we study the trust region suggested by Dγ the discount factor dependent trust
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region construction, and Eq. 13
max{α−1/(|τ |γh), 1− β} ≤ piθ′(a|y)
piθ(a|y) ≤ 1 + δ
h
U := min{α1/(|τ |γ
h), 1 + β}
We study the behaviour of ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep. We set 1 − δhL := max(1 − β,
(
1
α
) 1
|τ|γh ) and 1 + δhL := min(1 +
β, α
1
|τ|γh ).
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolWalker RoboschoolHopper
RoboschoolHumanoid
Figure 9: We run PPO on variety of environments in Robo-School. ppo-1000steps denote the PPO agent with maximum length of each
episode is equal to 1000. The remaining plots are for ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep and variety β choices
C.5. ppo-1000steps-dynamic-clip
In the original parameters set by Ilya Kostrikov, the total number of frames was set as 10e6 while δU = δL = 0.1 and
followed by the Eq.10. The clipping parameter of 0.1 is useful for start of training. When a good policy is learnt, making the
trust region more conservative and shrinking the clipping parameter to smaller value might be helpful to find be better policy.
For this study, we first train plain PPO of ppo-1000steps with on clip of 0.1 for 10e6 frames, and then train it with clipping
parameter 0.05 for the next 10e6 frames. We express the empirical results for both ppo-original with threshold of 128 as
the maximum length of episodes, and ppo-1000steps with threshold of 1000 as the maximum length of episodes.
C.5.1. MAX EPISODE LENGTHS = 1000
The following plots, Fig. 10 are for experiments run with maximum episode length set as 1000 steps. In the legend
ppo-1000steps-2X denotes running the vanilla ppo-1000steps for 2X number of episodes; ppo-1000steps-dynamic clip
denotes model with the above mentioned changes.
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Figure 10: We run ppo-1000steps for 2 times longer and denote it as ppo-1000steps-2X. We also run ppo-1000steps-dynamic clip
which is ppo-1000steps-2X except for the first 10e6 steps the clipping parameter is 0.1 and for the second 10e6 it is set to 0.05
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C.5.2. MAX EPISODE LENGTH = 128
The following plots in Fig. 11 we run the same experiments as Subsection C.5.1 but for threshold on maximum length of
episode set to 128 steps.
RoboschoolAnt RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper
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Figure 11: We run ppo-original for 2 times longer and denote it as ppo-2X. We also run ppo-dynamic clip which is ppo-2X except for
the first 10e6 steps the clipping parameter is 0.1 and for the second 10e6 it is set to 0.05
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C.6. ppo-1000steps-equalizer vs ppo-len-γ-dep-equalizer running
In this subsection, we study the same empirical setting as the subsection C.4 but instead of running the algorithms for the
same count of episodes we run them for the same number of interactions with the environment. We study the behaviour of
ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep and ppo-1000steps-len when we run both for the same number of time steps and denote them
ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep-equalizer and ppo-1000steps-len-equalizer. We run ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep-equalizer for
a fixed β = 0.1 and also β = 0.1 for a variety of α’s. We experiment these for the cases when the threshold on the maximum
length is 1000 as well as 128.
C.6.1. α = 0.1 AND EPISODE LENGTH = 1000
RoboschoolHopper-1 RoboschoolHopper-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah-2 RoboschoolWalker-1 RoboschoolWalker-2
RoboschoolHumanoid-1 RoboschoolHumanoid-2
Figure 12: We run ppo-1000steps and ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum
length 1000 and call them ppo-1000steps-equalizer and ppo-1000steps-len-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.1 and vary α
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C.6.2. FOR β = 0.1 AND EPISODE LENGTH = 128
RoboschoolHopper-1 RoboschoolHopper-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah-2 RoboschoolWalker-1 RoboschoolWalker-2
RoboschoolHumanoid-1 RoboschoolHumanoid-2
Figure 13: We run ppo-original and ppo-original-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length
is 128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.1 and vary α
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C.6.3. β = 0.05 AND EPISODE LENGTH = 1000
RoboschoolHopper-1 RoboschoolHopper-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah-2 RoboschoolWalker-1 RoboschoolWalker-2
RoboschoolHumanoid-1 RoboschoolHumanoid-2
Figure 14: We run ppo-original and ppo-original-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length
is 128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.01 and vary α
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C.6.4. β = 0.05 AND EPISODE LENGTH = 128
RoboschoolHopper-1 RoboschoolHopper-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah-2
RoboschoolWalker-1 RoboschoolWalker-2 RoboschoolHumanoid-1
RoboschoolHumanoid-2
Figure 15: We run ppo-original and ppo-original-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length
is 128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.05 and vary α
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C.7. ppo-1000steps-equalizer vs ppo-len-γ-dep-equalizer
C.7.1. FOR β = 0.05 AND stddev = 0.001
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 16: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.05 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
C.7.2. FOR β = 0.05 AND stddev = 0.01
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 17: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.05 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
C.7.3. FOR β = 0.05 AND stddev = 0.1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 18: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.05 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
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C.7.4. FOR β = 0.05 AND stddev = 1.0
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 19: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.05 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
C.7.5. FOR β = 0.1 AND stddev = 0.001
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 20: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.1 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
C.7.6. FOR β = 0.1 AND stddev = 0.01
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 21: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.1 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
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C.7.7. FOR β = 0.05 AND stddev = 0.1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 22: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and, ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.1 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
C.7.8. FOR β = 0.05 AND stddev = 1.0
RoboschoolHalfCheetah RoboschoolHopper RoboschoolWalker
Figure 23: We run ppo-original and ppo-len-γ-dep for the same number of interaction when the threshold on the maximum length is
128 and call them ppo-original-equalizer and ppo-original-γ-dep-equalizer. We keep β = 0.1 and vary α. But we also add gaussian
noise to the observation, with stadard deviation stddev.
D. Study of RoboSchool environments underlying parameters
In the subsection C.3.2 we observe that while the models learns a policy, the episode length increases rapidly and surprisingly
saturates, instead of increasing further. This slightly hampers the effect of analysis in length dependent trust region induced
by Dγ .
In the roboschool module, one can find https : //github.com/openai/roboschool/blob/master/roboschool/gym forward walker.py
that the reward has 5 components:
1. alive
2. progress,
3. electricity-cost,
4. joints-at-limit-cost,
5. feet-collision-cost
The alive bonus has not been appropriately modulated to do not encourage the agent to die even though the agent can stay
alive and collect more rewards. We tried to alter the alive bonus to make the staying alive a significant component for the
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agnet. We multiply the alive bonus by a coefficient and study the agent behaviour. The alive bonus may be positive or
negative, depending on specific parameters of the environment(for example, in the humanoid environment, if the center of
mass of the robot falls below a certain limit, then it starts receiving negative alive bonuses, while alive bonuses are positive).
The alive bonus for the environments is generally one unit. We multiplied the alive bonus with varying factors to observe the
behavior of agent and see whether it learn to do not intentionally terminate the round (informally do not intentionally kill
itself) as the model trains.
In the following plots, the x-axis represents the number of episodes seen by the model, and the y-axis represents the episode
length. The numbers in the legend represent the factor by which the positive and negative alive bonus are scaled respectively.
For example, the index 2.2 2.2 means a factor of 2.2 (the first number) multiplies the positive alive bonus, and a factor of
2.2 (the second number) multiplies negative alive bonus. We empirically study the effect of this bonuses, but as one can see
from the plots, the changes in alive bonus did not make significant change in the episode length. Fig. 24
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Figure 24: PPO behavior when we change the alive bonus. It seems that the agent does not learn to do not intentionally terminate the
episodes. We believe the reward shaping deployed in PPO requires substantial study and critical modification to make them suitable for
further studies.
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E. GTRPO
In this section we study the GTRPO behaviour on Robo-School environment . As it is mentioned in the Eq. 8 we need to
train a network to estimate V and Q functions. We restate their definitions in the following;
Vpi(yh, h, yh−1, ah−1) :=
Epi
[
H∑
h
γhrh|yh = y, yh−1 = yh−1, ah−1 = ah−1
]
Qpi(yh+1, a, yh, h) :=
Epi
[
H∑
h
γhrh|yh = y, yh+1 = yh+1, ah = a
]
In practice we drop the h dependence. We train the V function using a simple neural network while we use samples of
R(τ) as the data. It is worth noting that we do not use Bellman residual methods to learn the V since there is not Bellman
imposed structure when memoryless policies are acquired. For each tuple of y →, a,→ y′, where arrows represent the
ordering of the events, we train the on-policy V (y′, y, a) to match the cumulative reward happens after observing y′. For the
Q we deploy directly the sampled returns.
E.1. Network design choice for V
We deploy a simple neural network with 2 fully connected layers to train for V . We try to tune for the number of nodes
in each layers Fig. 25. In the legend of the plots, each tuple represents the number of nodes in first and second layer
respectively.
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Figure 25: Performance of GTRPO when we use different design choice to train the V .
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E.2. Plot with variance
We observed that the neural net with nodes 96-96 performed consistently in comparison to its contemporaries Fig. 26.
Following are the comparison plots along with variance.
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Figure 26: Performance of GTRPO when V is approximated with two layer neural network of size 96-96.
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E.3. Noise
For further study, we also introduced Gaussian noise into the observation of RoboSchool environments and reduce the
’observability’ of the states. We report the perfomrance for variaty of noise levels.
E.3.1. STDDEV = 0.001
RoboschoolAnt-1 RoboschoolAnt-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah-2 RoboschoolWalker RoboschoolWalker-2
RoboschoolPong-1 RoboschoolPong-2
Figure 27: Behavior of GTRPO under noised observation with standard deviation of 0.001
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E.3.2. STDDEV = 0.01
RoboschoolAnt-1 RoboschoolAnt-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah-2 RoboschoolWalker-1 RoboschoolWalker-2
RoboschoolPong-1 RoboschoolPong-2
Figure 28: Behavior of GTRPO under noised observation with standard deviation of 0.01
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E.3.3. STDDEV = 0.1
RoboschoolAnt-1 RoboschoolAnt-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
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RoboschoolPong-1 RoboschoolPong-2
Figure 29: Behavior of GTRPO under noised observation with standard deviation of 0.1
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E.4. stddev = 1.0
RoboschoolAnt-1 RoboschoolAnt-2 RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1
RoboschoolHalfCheetah-1 RoboschoolWalker-1 RoboschoolWalker-2
RoboschoolPong-1 RoboschoolPong-2
Figure 30: Behavior of GTRPO under noised observation with standard deviation of 1.0
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E.4.1. STDDEV = 10.0
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Figure 31: Behavior of GTRPO under noised observation with standard deviation of 10.0
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F. PPO through signSGD
We made a further empirically study of a different way of imposing the trust region. signSGD, as a optimization method
computes the gradient vector but move in the direction of sign of gradient. This approach implicitly prevents big changes in
the parameter space and moves the parameters in all the directions with the same magnitude. It also forces to move with the
same magnitude toward the directions that the trust region suggests low changes in them.
signSGD:
• gk ← stochastic gradient
• xk+1 ← xk − δ sign(gk)
We apply PPO on the Robo-school environment and deploy the signSGD optimizer for the policy gradient.
The legend in the following plots denote the learning rate that we try for signSGD.
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Figure 32: Behavior of PPO when signSGD is deployed as the optimizer
